


Yes, it is true, customers and
prospects are still marching, but

they are no longer marching to our
drum - by "our" I mean us sellers.
They have wrestled the drum away
from us and they are now organizing
their own marches. They decide if,
and when, we are invited to join
them - except at the very top end of
selling, where it is a very different
scenario altogether. The elite top
20% actually help plan the march,
whilst the other 80% are lucky if they
manage to squeeze into a place
along the route.

How often have you read that
prospects and customers are
coming into the traditional buying
cycle, as much as 70% up the
curve? It has almost become a
“cliché”, hasn't it? But did you ever
read that it was 20% or 40% or
60%? Neither did I. It is almost as if
everything changed overnight - like
some sales tsunami - but actually, it

didn't, it couldn't have. We should
rather think "gradual coastal
erosion" if we want to stay with a
meteorological or even a geological
metaphor.

I find all of this quite curious: Why
didn't anyone notice until it reached
70%? Were we caught napping,
taken completely by surprise? Or
more likely, were we so focused on
ourselves, our products/solutions,
company, industry sectors, that we
failed to take notice of what our
customers were up to?

Myopia: Lack of discernment or
long-range perspective in thinking or
planning - and that is being kind!

That is of course if you believe
those statistics, which I never have,
and it appears that a plethora of
reports recently, are agreeing with
me.

What I am wondering now, is will
we be shortly told we are about to
move from 70% to 75% and then

80% and then.... Or will we all wake
up one sunny morning and be
informed that we are no longer
needed at all, and that buyers
everywhere have decided that we
are totally surplus to requirements,
we have become obsolete?

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE

Editorial
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They Are Still Marching –
But Not to Our Drum!

http://jonathanfarrington.com/
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Every competitor knows he
needs to train and practice,

practice, practice, to be
competitive. Are you applying that
same dedication to your sales
activities? Spend a few minutes
each day to build that sales muscle
and raise your game.

Decades ago, when I attempted
to pole vault (“attempted” being the
operative word!), I spent at least an
hour each day hurling myself at the

bar. I was required to do the same
workout as the runners on the track
team (which was basically run, and
run, and then run some more),
PLUS improve my upper body
strength with grueling routines at
the gym. By doing those countless
pushups and running up all those
hills, I was (literally) building the
muscle needed to get myself over
that bar.

So then why do we, as

professionals, often expect to
simply soar over the hurdles of our
jobs without having put in the hours
of training to build up the
necessary muscle? Don’t go into
your next sales call without doing
the following sales exercises
EVERY DAY:

1. Study the Course.
Your industry, your competitors,
and your products are always
changing. Spend at least 5 to 15
minutes each day to make sure
you’re up on the latest information.
This could include reading your

Amit Davé CEO of salesElement shares three tips for
achieving “sales fitness”

3 Daily Exercises to Build Your
Sales Muscle



Amit Davé 

competitors' blogs, listening to their
webinars, or finding the latest
YouTube videos on your industry.

2. Warm Up.
You wouldn’t run a 5k cold. Why go
into a sales meeting cold?
Schedule some time before each
meeting where you can be alone to
warm up--both your attitude and
your voice. Maybe you like to
meditate and then belt out your
favorite song with abandon--do
whatever you need to do to get into

“the zone.” Once you’re in your
game mind-set, the answers to the
tough questions will flow off your
tongue… or you might even pre-
empt the hard questions.

3.  Get Inside Your Opponent’s
Head.
Or in this case, get inside your
customer’s head. Good teams
spend some time researching and
observing the other team. Put
yourself in a potential customer’s
position before you make your call.
Imagine what problems he might
be facing that you can potentially
help solve. Paul Castain, VP of
Rock Star Development, suggests

leaving yourself a voicemail each
day on your way to and from work.
It could be what you typically say to
a potential client when they pick up
the phone, or what you say when
they don’t pick up. Then listen to
that voicemail through your
prospect’s ears. This gives you 10
more practice sessions a week--
and every competitor knows, it’s all
about the practice.

Conclusion
Following these tips will help you
close more sales and improve your
overall game.

Amit Davé is the president of salesElement. 
Find out more by visiting here.

This gives you 10 more
practice sessions a
week--and every

competitor knows, it’s
all about the practice.

JOIN THE SALES REVOLUTION!
Wed, Jun 10, 2015 1:00 PM EDT

Cold calls are dead. Collaborative, social selling is the new
world order.

This webcast is your exclusive first look at PGi’s newest eBook for
sales professionals, “Join the Social Sales Revolution: Your Guide to
the New Way to Sell.” You’ll hear firsthand from the contributing
authors as they discuss:

1.   How social selling continues to be more than just a buzzword.
2.   How to make the most of the misused and misunderstood CRM

tool.
3.   How to create thought leadership content that stands above the

crowd.
4.   How to build a collaborative culture within sales.
5.   How to earn trust and build authentic relationships from behind a

screen.

Register now for a front-row seat to this panel of industry leaders.

Meg Bear
Group Vice President 
Oracle Social Cloud

Carlos Gill
Senior Social Marketing Manager 
LinkedIn Sales Solution

Jonathan Farrington
Chief Executive Officer 
Top Sales World

Caitlin Roberson 
VP West
Skyword

Amar Sheth 
Principal
Sales for Life

Scott Tapp 
EVP of Sales & Marketing
PGi

http://proposals.saleselement.com/topsalesworld
https://event.webcasts.com/starthere.jsp?ei=1064297&sf9565392=1
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Here’s his pitch: If you’re
generating inbound leads

and are focused on setting
introductory meetings/demos for
sales reps, technology can
replace your entire SDR team.

Provocative, right?
He argued that for many

inbound SDR organizations, all
they do is push the meeting. They
send email after email and answer

every question a prospects asks
with “you’ll find that out if you take
the meeting.”

In a way, I agree with him. Far
too many teams are doing little
more than identifying the guy,
checking for a pulse, and closing on
the meeting. There’s little-to-no
vision creation or pain/
consequence discovery. This
approach can work beautifully

when the goal is "getting more and
more at bats” for the sales team.

Add two parts leads and script to
one part recent grads and, presto,
meetings!

I asked my good buddy John
Barrows for his take. He shared:

At the low end, I can see the
average Inbound SDR getting
replaced by automation.
Technology is starting to be very
targeted with messaging based on
business intelligence, predictive
analytics, and big data.  Add to that
buyers having increasing access to
information. So you have those two

One of the best parts of my job is talking to entrepreneurs
in the sales technology space. The other day, I took a call
from a stealth-mode founder with a bold vision.

Should You Replace Your SDRs
with Automation? 

http://www.jbarrows.com/


Trish Bertuzzi

factors merging, and then you have
SDRs sitting in the middle getting
lazier and lazier. They’re blasting
out template emails, going through
checkbox questions, and throwing
up generic pitches. I believe that in
the next three to five years,
technology is going to straight up
replace them.

Is John being controversial?
Absolutely and nobody does it
better. But I agree with John’s core
point. We are obsessed with
technology and we’re potentially
automating the “human” out of the
sales process.

Now I don’t know about you, but
sometimes I can’t tell if an SDR on
the other end of an email is man or
machine. It’s all so canned, generic,
and formulaic that it could just be an
algorithm.

My point here isn’t that we
should develop technology on par
with the average SDR, it’s that we
should raise the performance of the
average SDR to heights that code
could never reach.

I like to interact with humans.
I don’t want a technology pen

pal. I'd rather not have Siri close me
on a meeting.

I don’t believe that automation
can engage and move the sales
process forward the way a person
can. Having said that, the person
should sound less like a robot and
more like a professional who knows
enough about me, my industry, and

my business to be worthy of
attention.

The need to be interesting and
relevant holds true from first touch
to last. Even if your Inbound SDRs
are setting introductory meetings,
you have to be sure you're
providing them with the skills and
the training they need to be agile
and not on auto-pilot.

Now if your SDRs sound like
robots, maybe you should replace
them with automation. You might
not get the same results, but it
would certainly be a lot cheaper.

What say you?                              n

Trish Bertuzzi is the President & Chief Strategist.
Find out more by visiting here.

Visit the TSW Sales eLibrary – probably the
largest and most significant resource center
for frontline sales professionals anywhere –
whenever you are seeking inspiration. The
shelves are stocked with every resource
imaginable, including: articles, white papers,
eBooks, webinars, podcasts, books,
interviews etc.

The eLibrary is updated daily by the TSW
editors, so do return often.

The TSW
Sales eLibrary

Visit Now

http://www.bridgegroupinc.com
http://topsalesworld.com/sales-library/
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1.  Hyperbole and a Half
by Allie Brosh
Gates comments: "Based on
Brosh's wildly popular website, [the
book] consists of brief vignettes and
comic drawings about her young
life. The adventures she recounts
are mostly inside her head, where
we hear and see the kind of inner

thoughts most of us are too timid to
let out in public."

2.  The Magic of Reality
by Richard Dawkins
Gates comments: "An engaging,
well-illustrated science textbook
offering compelling answers to big
questions [and] a plea for readers

of all ages to approach mysteries
with rigor and curiosity."

3.  What If?
by Randall Munroe
Gates comments: "People write
Munroe with odd questions about
science. Munroe's explanations are
funny, but the science underpinning
his answers is very accurate [and]
you'll also learn a bit about things
like ballistics, DNA, the oceans, the
atmosphere, and lightning."

4.  xkcd: volume 0
by Randall Munroe
Gates comments: "A collection of

A few hours ago, Bill Gates blogged his suggestions for
summer reading. His previous year's suggestions were
somewhat weighty tomes, but this year, he's suggesting
books that he characterizes as "beach reading." Here are
his picks:

7 Cool Books That Bill Gates Loves 

http://www.gatesnotes.com/About-Bill-Gates/Summer-Books-2015
http://www.amazon.com/Hyperbole-Half-Unfortunate-Situations-Mechanisms/dp/1451666179/?tag=inccom028-20
http://hyperboleandahalf.blogspot.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Magic-Reality-Know-Whats-Really/dp/1451675046/?tag=inccom028-20
http://www.amazon.com/What-If-Scientific-Hypothetical-Questions/dp/0544272994/?tag=inccom028-20
http://www.amazon.com/xkcd-0-Randall-Munroe/dp/0615314465/?tag=inccom028-20


Geoffrey James

posts from Munroe's blog XKCD,
which is made up of cartoons he
draws making fun of things--mostly
scientists and computers, but lots of
other things too."

5.  On Immunity
by Eula Biss
Gates comments: "Biss examines
what lies behind people's fears of
vaccinating their children. Like
many of us, she concludes that
vaccines are safe, effective, and
almost miraculous.... But she is not
out to demonize anyone who holds
opposing views."

6.  How to Lie with Statistics
by Darrell Huff
Gates comments: "Shows you how
visuals can be used to exaggerate
trends and give distorted
comparisons--a timely reminder,
given how often infographics show
up.... [It's also an] introduction to
the use of statistics, and a helpful
refresher for anyone who is already
well versed in it."

7.  Should We Eat Meat?
by Vaclav Smil
Gates comments: "The richer the
world gets, the more meat it eats.
And the more meat it eats, the
bigger the threat to the planet.... I
don't think we can expect large
numbers of people to make drastic
reductions [so] I'm betting on
innovation, including higher
agricultural productivity and the
development of meat substitutes."

Of the seven Gates picked, two are
among my favorite books. I recently
recommended How to Lie with
Statistics as one of "7 Short Books
Worth More Than an MBA," and
The Magic of Reality is the next
book I'm reading to my 10-year-old
son at bedtime.

Based on Gates's comments, I
can tell that the other five are right
up my alley, too. In fact, when I
started writing this post, I checked
out the two blogs he linked to and I
got distracted from writing, which is
why I'm posting this in the middle of
the night!

As I think about the list, what
strikes me as important isn't so
much the books themselves but
that Gates chooses to share his
reading habits with the world. I
mean, it's not as if he has anything
to prove.

Consider: Gates is the richest
man in the world with a net worth
exceeding $80 billion. He doesn't
need to make himself more popular
by recommending books. That he
spends the time and effort to do so

sets him apart from his financial
peers.

In the past (and indeed still
today), most ultra-wealthy moguls
either obsessively seek additional
wealth or withdraw into a cocoon of
privilege, like Howard Hughes, the
du Pont heirs, and William Randolph
Hearst (a.k.a. Citizen Kane).

Some do become
philanthropists, but often their
giving goes towards charities like
art museums or their alma maters,
charities that keep the money
benefiting their own personal circle
of privilege.

Gates, on the other hand, has
spent his money on projects like
eradicating malaria, where the only
thanks he'll ever get is from the
desperately poor of the world. He's
honestly trying to make the world a
better place. In this case, one
reader at a time.

As I look over his list, what
impresses me most is how much
Gates has grown as an individual.
When I interviewed him back during
his Microsoft years, he was all
about the business of technology.
Today, he's like the mentor we all
wish we had.

So much energy in business
today is all about the push-push-
push for success, so it's refreshing
to see an icon of entrepreneurship
who no longer needs to posture or
preen but instead wants to share,
wisely and well, what he's acquired
and learned.                                       n
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Geoffrey James is the author of Business Without
the Bullsh*t. Find out more by visiting here.

Gates, on the other
hand, has spent his

money on projects like
eradicating malaria,

where the only thanks
he'll ever get is from

the desperately poor of
the world. He's

honestly trying to
make the world a

better place.

http://www.amazon.com/Immunity-Inoculation-Eula-Biss/dp/1555976891/?tag=inccom028-20
http://www.amazon.com/How-Lie-Statistics-Darrell-Huff/dp/0393310728/?tag=inccom028-20
http://www.amazon.com/Should-Evolution-Consequences-Modern-Carnivory/dp/1118278720/?tag=inccom028-20
http://www.inc.com/geoffrey-james/7-short-books-worth-more-than-an-mba.html
http://geoffreyjames.com
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Yet most sales presentations
end something like this, “Well, I

guess that’s it. Thank you for having
us and we’ll open it up to
questions.” While the presentation
certainly came to an end, that
doesn’t qualify as a closing.

Imagine being on trial – you’re not guilty of course − and
after the final witness’ testimony your lawyer simply rests
her case and leaves it up to the jury to make sense of all of
the evidence and deliver whatever verdict they feel
appropriate. Would you be happy? I don’t think so.

Does Your Presentation Close —
or Simply Come to an End? 



Julie Hansen

Closing is a process that either
completes a sale or moves you one
or two steps closer to it. If all you’ve
accomplished is gotten to the end
of your presentation but not asked
for a verdict, you have   not really
closed.

Back to your trial…
What would you want your

lawyer to do at the end of the trial?
You’d want her to take advantage of
that one final opportunity to
summarize your case for the jury.
Revisit the compelling points.
Support it with evidence. Call back
to what she set out to prove in her
opening argument and leave the
jury with one final strong,
compelling point to remember
before they adjourn. She’s built the
case, now she has earned the right
to ask for the verdict.

If you’ve built a strong case in
your presentation, you too have
earned the right to ask for
something. Not every presentation
ends in a signed contract, and in
fact, in the case of most complex
sales that is extremely rare,
however  you must ask for an
action otherwise you have just
invested a lot of time and energy
delivering an informative talk.

An effective closing takes

planning and practice, but as the
final impression you make on your
prospect, it’s well worth the time
invested. There are certain
elements to include in your closing
that will make it both persuasive
and memorable.

The Components of a
Persuasive Closing:
l  Recall the objectives: Pointing
out what you set out to do is a
natural transition from the body of
your presentation into the closing. It
also serves to remind your prospect
of the disparity between their
current state (the challenge or pain
point you’re there to solve) and their
desired state (life with your
solution).
l  Call back to your opening. You
came up with a great attention-
grabbing opening (right?! Click here
for help with your opening.) –  a
story, a theme or an interesting fact
— don’t just deliver it once and let it
die. Revisit it during your closing.
People love the symmetry of
coming full circle.
l  Restate your value
proposition. You may have
introduced your value proposition
during your opening, but now that
you taken your prospect through
the process of how you are you
going to achieve that value
proposition, you can emphatically
deliver it as a statement of fact.
l  Provide proof. You’ve shown
prospects how and what you’re
going to deliver, but today’s
decision-makers demand proof. In

your closing substantiate what you
can accomplish by providing one or
more of the following types of
evidence:

- Metrics:
- Case studies:
- Industry statistics.
- Customer quote.

l  Make a call to action. You’ve
delivered a compelling case, your
audience is smiling and nodding as
you approach the home stretch.
Don’t let this feel good moment
pass! Tell them what you want them
to do. There are many types of next
steps besides a signed contract,
including: Deposit or partial payment

-    Verbal commitment
-    Presentation to additional

decision-makers
-    Deep dive presentation
-   Product demonstration or trial
-    Visit to corporate office or facility
-    Recommendation to final

decision-maker or board
-    Conversation with current

customer

Avoid leaving the outcome of your
presentation up to fate. Closing
arguments in a trial are typically
even more passionate than
opening arguments for a reason:
they are designed to persuade.
That’s a testament to how much
rides on the power and quality of
your closing.                                      n
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Julie Hansen is the Founder of Performance Sales
and Training. Find out more by visiting here.

An effective closing
takes planning and
practice, but as the

final impression you
make on your prospect,
it’s well worth the time

invested. 

http://performancesalesandtraining.com/5-ways-to-bring-your-presentation-into-the-present/
http://performancesalesandtraining.com
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Details Here

We will try to record this Sales Builder webinar but we all
know that technology is unpredictable. So, no promises.
The very best way to get this information is to attend the
live event.

http://www.salesproinsider.com/webinar


Colleen Stanley

Sounds easy, right? So why
aren’t more sales professionals

engaged in this powerful strategy of
growing their sales? 

Salespeople often confuse a
mastermind with a networking or
leads group. The definite purpose is
different for these types of groups.
The purpose of a leads group is to
create opportunities by providing
warm introductions from each
person’s network. 

A mastermind group’s definite
purpose is to help fellow
participants create new
opportunities by bringing their
unique talents and perspective to

help you think about your business
in a different way. 

For example, in my speaking
mastermind group, there is a
variety of brilliance in the group.
One person is really great at
publishing and public relations.
Another person is excellent with
leveraging technology and social
media. Still another has developed
a great strategy to engage large
companies. Each person’s
expertise helps every member
continue to grow their business. 

So how do you get a mastermind
started? Look for other individuals
with similar values and goals. Be

careful that you don’t attract people
that are looking for just another
social outlet. You have enough
friends. Look for partners that
elevate and stretch you and your
business. 

Look for truth tellers. Think of the
title of Marshall Goldsmith’s popular
book. “What Got You Here Won’t
Get You There.” A strong
mastermind group can help you get
there by challenging assumptions
and business models. They are
good at asking, “Now, what’s the
reason you are doing that….want to
do that….need to do that?” 

Mastermind groups are not just
for CEO’s and executives. If you
want to grow as a sales
professional, surround yourself by
the best and the brightest. Create a
sales master mind group. It worked
for Ben Franklin, Andrew Carnegie
and Napoleon Hill---why not you? 

Good Selling!                               n

The Power of the Mastermind 
In the classic book, “Think and Grow Rich,” Napoleon Hill
introduced the importance of having a mastermind
alliance. He describes it as an alliance of two or more
minds, blended in a spirit of perfect harmony and
cooperating for the attainment of a definite purpose. 
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Colleen Stanley is the founder and President of
SalesLeadership, Inc. Find out more here.

http://www.salesleadershipdevelopment.com
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And the sales rep knows it, but
cannot resist the enticing

request of the prospect/customer
pulling him/her into the next step:
"demo" or the "trial" or the
"proposal."

After all, why not proceed toward
an even shorter sales cycle?

Actually, big mistake.
Some companies request our

help to develop their sales teams to
be "better closers." I tell them they
do not have a "Closing" problem;

they have a Qualifying/Discovery
problem way back in the earlier
stages of their sales process. You
can bet that if a deal is stalling,
going sideways, or not "closing" the
problem is invariably in something
or someone that should have been
discovered long ago in previous
sales calls.

But the sales rep got pulled
forward by an eager customer and
did not have the discipline to control
the sales cycle and properly

maneuver the call and the prospect.
The result is a growing Pipeline of
riff-raff deals that will drive your
Forecasting accuracy down into
ground. 

OK, So What Do You Do?
The key is to instill good and
effective sales cycle management
through real clarity in your sales
process. Particularly in your
Discovery or Qualification stages.
This can be driven at the
Opportunity level in your CRM to
remind/direct the rep to park a bit at
this stage (it might take multiple
sales conversations before
proceeding to the next stages). At a
minimum the reps should be
taught/reminded to "not pass the
line" (drawn between Discovery

The biggest issue I see over and over again, with even
sophisticated sales teams, is the tendency to rush through
the "discovery" phase of their selling process. It's not that
"discovery calls" are not being done, that's actually the rub.
It is being done, though not as effectively as it should. 

Guaranteed Better Sales Discovery



Michael Griego 

and whatever you may call the
Solution Development or even
Demonstration or Proposal stage
for simpler environments.)

This discipline should be
highlighted in your weekly sales rep
Pipeline/Forecast review calls to
reinforce the good practice of
thorough Discovery and
Qualification.

Additionally, key Discovery and
Qualification Questions should be
delineated and emphasized to keep
reps from developing poor habits
and deluding themselves with sales
conversations that miss the mark in
drawing out key chunks of
information that will help guide and
direct them as they maneuver
through that particular account
opportunity.

But It Seems So Obvious
Of course it does, but sales teams
today are filled with the young and
impatient and the old and the
restless. Or put another way, the
young and the untrained, and the
old and the sloppy. All of us
veterans reps have been there.
We're so comfortable in sales calls
that we sometimes give short shrift
to best practices that we used to do
in our younger years but now
sometimes gets lost in the shuffle of
the professional sales call.

Good News
The good news here is that it's a

relatively easy fix. It does require
self-awareness and critical
perception of your practices,
whether an individual or across a
team you may manage. Easier to
change-manage yourself than a
whole sales organization. And it's
not overnight. We take weeks to
assess, define, document and then
instill across the sales team. Even
better when we "institutionalize" the
good behavior into Salesforce.com
or your CRM of choice.

You can take it to the bank
though: when it comes to Sales
Discovery there is a better way.     n

Michael Griego is the President/Founder of MXL
Partners. Find out more by visiting here.

Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

http://www.mxlpartners.com
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld


MHI Global Sales Leadership Forum 
Thursday, 18 June 2015 09:00 - 17:30 (GMT)

Management Behaviours that Drive Sales Success

Sales management has long been recognised as one of the toughest, yet most critical roles within B2B sales. With
the greatest influence on improving sales performance and driving growth, an effective sales leader is instrumental
to an organisation’s success.

Join some of the most influential minds in the sales arena, as they come together for this one day event designed to
elevate the status and effectiveness of sales leadership.

Event Features:

l  Keynote counsel from thought leaders within the global sales community  
l  MHI Global led workshops where you`ll hear first-hand unique methodologies that support successful sales

leadership and sales team development. 
l  Industry experts offering cutting-edge advice and demonstrating the latest technologies to enhance sales

enablement  
l  Networking opportunities with participants from diverse industries, sharing peer driven sales best practices

This event is to equip Sales Leaders with the latest insight and strategies to improve sales performance.

Millennium Gloucester Hotel, Kensington
+44 (0)2073736030
4-18 Harrington Gardens
London
Kensington
SW7 4LH
United Kingdom 

https://www.regonline.co.uk/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=1705548
https://www.regonline.co.uk/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventId=1705548


2015 Top Sales Academy
Next Session Released on June 5th

Steven Rosen, MBA is the founder of STAR Results.
STAR Results is a sales leadership consulting, training
and coaching organization dedicated to leadership
development in the Pharmaceutical industry. Steven
works with sales executives to; hire top performing
sales reps, develop a team of top sales managers and
achieve greater personal and professional success.

FREE Registration for Academy Here

The Sales Management 
Disconnect
Steven Rosen

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


2015 Top Sales Academy

June 19th Michael Nick
"Understanding and Building your
Inventory of Value"

June 5th Steven Rosen
“The Sales Management Disconnect”

July 3rd Matt Heinz
"How Sales Operations Can Double 
Your Sales Team's Productivity"

July 10th Tamara Schenk
“Frontline Sales Manager’s Dilemma –
Coach, Leader and Business Manager” 

July 17th Linda Richardson
“Changing the Sales Conversation:
Insights > Ideas > Solutions”

June 12th Nancy Bleeke
“Winning Sales = Conversations and
Collaboration” 

June 26th Deb Calvert
“Stop Selling & Start Leading” 

Phase Three is running from May
to June 2015. Each week a new
session will become available on
site for registered members to
view. Registration is free - Go here!

June/July Timetable

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Half of the company's 20
salespeople have left voluntarily in
just the last month and the CEO
wants to know why everyone is
resigning.  He wants Jeff, his sales
manager, coached up and needs to
recruit replacements.  He has
tremendous urgency to get this
moving and believes that Objective
Management Group's (OMG) Sales
Candidate Assessment will help
him select good salespeople that
will stick around.  But there is a
hidden problem that the CEO is
unaware of and even the most
accurate and predictive sales
candidate assessment on the

planet - ours - won't overcome the
issue.  It's worse than you can
imagine!  It turns out that the sales
manager is causing everyone to
leave.

OMG had conducted a sales
force evaluation a month earlier
and the following issues were
among dozens attributed to Jeff:

l  His salespeople don't trust him,
so they won't trust his intentions or
his coaching advice.
l  His salespeople don't respect
him, so they won't perform for him
or value his coaching .....

If you’re like most CMOs, you can
identify with at least one of these:

l  You’re not sure how to calculate
the number of leads you need to
generate.
l  You rely on attribution models,
which the sales team tends to
distrust.
l  You can only guess at how many
campaigns to run. Your entire
marketing budget is at risk.

Yes, there is a better way. It’s a
proven formula for calculating lead
generation goals that align with

revenue goals. Only a select few
CMOs have mastered it.

Here, we’ll give you a brief tour
(followed by a few words of
caution).

Breaking Down the B2B Funnel
Before you can do the math, you
need to master the B2B funnel. SBI
has benchmarked leading sales
funnel frameworks to come up with
the best approach.

Our B2B funnel looks like this
(from top to bottom):

Inquiry .......

Read More Here u

Read More Here u
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This Week’s Top Sales Article
Why Half of the Sales Force Resigned This Month
by Dave Kurlan

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Will You Have Enough Leads to Make Your
Number? Here's How to Be Sure
by Vince Koehler

http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/why-half-of-the-sales-force-resigned-this-month
http://www.salesbenchmarkindex.com/blog/will-you-have-enough-leads-to-make-your-number-heres-how-to-be-sure
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...

http://www.avention.com/
http://corporatevisions.com/
http://www.fileboard.com
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://www.pgi.com/imeet/
http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://livehive.com/
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/
http://www.pointclear.com/
http://www.saleselement.com
http://www.seismic.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://yooba.com
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/advertise/

